
1210 Poetry: Love and friendship

Hello Students;

I hope you had a good weekend!  Thank you to all who have uploaded their essays/project so
far; if you have not yet done so, you have til wednesday to do so without penalty, unless you
have a pre-arranged extension with me.

This week, we will be going back in time!  Why is this?

As a wise woman once said, “to understand the present, you have to understand the past.”

So here we are, living in a post-modern period of human history; our society is relativistic, has
no shared values, everything is mocked, nothing is sacred.  How have we arrived at this point?
Well, let’s go back in time and compare!

You have a relatively easy assignment this week. I say “relatively” because it will require some
thinking and research on your part!  I like to throw in these “critical thinking” weeks now and
then just to get our creative juices flowing.

I will just say this: our modern understanding of love is NOTHING like the traditional
understanding of love from ancient times, through the medieval period, up to the Romantic era.
Ironically, the “Romantic” era is when we totally lost touch with the traditional understanding of
love.

The quiz this week will only have three questions: what is the definition of love in pre-Romantic
poetry and drama, and what is the definition of love in the post-Romantic (plus modern, war
poetry) and post-modern (absurdist) poetry/drama. You will be given a selection of choices, and
you will choose the one which best describes the understanding of each period.  We will also
explore these meanings in the forum, and I will host a couple of zoom sessions for those who
want to delve deeper into this.

In the lesson materials is a link to my favourite love poem from pre-Romantic poetry.  It’s by
Alexander Brome, a 17th century poet, and not very well known.  While very short (one stanza)
his poetry still has a “medieval flavour” in the sense that it represents medieval beliefs about
love.  In the forum, I’d love to here about your favourite poems and songs of this genre!  If you
do post, try to explain which of the three periods it represents.

Also in the lesson notes is an excerpt from a letter of the famous JRR Tolkien (Lord of the
Rings).  Tolkien was an expert medievalist, perhaps one of the world’s best.  His world-view was
deeply influenced by the medieval legacy.



While not explicitly about the traditional understanding of love, Tolkien’s views are a clue to thist
lost heritage: Tolkien believed that a truly “platonic” friendship between a man and a woman was
not possible.  See if you can figure out why!

Steve


